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4.2BN

• GROSS ANNUAL BRIDGING
LENDING GREW TO £4.2BN IN
APRIL, FOLLOWING POST-BREXIT
FALLS IN 2016

GROSS
BRIDGING
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• STEADY GROWTH EXPECTED
THROUGH 2017...

INCREASES

• ...THOUGH ONGOING BREXIT
UNCERTAINTY AND RESIDENTIAL
MARKET WEAKNESS REPRESENT
POTENTIAL RISKS AHEAD

Gross annual bridging lending increased to
£4.2bn in April, as the market rebounded
from the post-Brexit falls in the second half
of 2016, according to the latest West One
Bridging Index.

the year. However, with a significant rebound in Q4, as
predicted, the market returned to growth at the start of
2017.
Indeed the recovery of Q4 has been sustained
into Q1. The ASTL recently reported gross lending
figures for their members at £780.2 in Q1, in line with
£772.6m lending for Q4.

The significant drop in lending in Q3 of 2016 meant
total annualised lending dropped towards the end of
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In Q4 of 2016, smaller investors, many of which
had stepped back from the market in the wake of
the Brexit vote, made a return and demonstrated a
significant and swift recovery in the market.

STEPHEN WASSERMAN,
MANAGING DIRECTOR OF WEST ONE
LOANS, COMMENTS:

“

This has continued in the first quarter of 2017,
meaning that gross annual lending returned to growth,
to rise 2.8% to £4.2bn. It is expected that steady
growth will continue throughout 2017, although the
market will still need to navigate some challenges
ahead.

The increase among smaller investors
fits with the overall picture of residential
market growth despite a jitter at the
higher end of the market.

One of these challenges is the wider property market,
which has shown signs of slowing in the first quarter of
the year. According to Halifax, prices fell 0.1% in April
2017, making the average house price £3,000 below
the December 2016 peak.

The drop which followed the shock
referendum result last summer was
quickly recovered and this gives us
confidence as an increasing number of
commentators moot a slowdown in the
housing market. Indeed, we continue to
predict that the bridging market will go
from strength to strength.

HMRC property statistics for March 2017 showed
that, on a seasonally adjusted basis, the estimate for
the number of residential transactions grew between
February 2017 and March 2017 by 0.5%.

Market moves present an opportunity for
investors and those looking to capitalise
on this will be seeking out the financing
needed to enable them to do so.

The seasonally adjusted figure is 40.9% lower than
the level recorded in the same month last year.
For non-residential property transactions, the
seasonally adjusted estimate fell between February
2017 and March 2017 by 3.9%. However, when
compared to the corresponding month last year,
March’s figure is 3.6% higher.

Whatever happens next, the industry
needs to be ready with diverse and
flexible financing options for property
purchasers.

In addition, it is still unclear what effect Brexit
will have. The market recovered quickly from the
shock vote in June 2016, but the long term effect of
negotiations and the final deal for the UK represents a
great unknown, which could cause some investors to
act more cautiously.

The bridging sector has seen a 5-fold
growth in lending since 2011 and is well
placed to take advantage of economic
fluctuations, being able to adapt to
changing needs as and when they
emerge.”

AVERAGE BRIDGING LOAN SIZE

TRENDS IN THE BRIDGING INDUSTRY
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The size of the typical bridging loan has continued
to grow significantly over recent years, as property
professionals increasingly incorporated bridging into
their project financing arrangements.
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In recent months an upward trend has continued.
However a noticeable effect in Q1 has been for a larger
volume of smaller loans, particularly evident in January
and March figures both around £800,000, with April
dipping to under £750,000.
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We’ve seen a rise in bridging loan
volumes as investors turn to alternative
finance.

Three data points are not enough to extrapolate
a trend, but this may be a result of fewer large
transactions coming to market, as investors wait and
see how higher-end properties such as central London
residential develop.

BRIDGING
INTEREST RATES

DANNY WATERS, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OF
ENRA GROUP CONCLUDES:

“

The imminent General Election, coupled
with the uncertainty surrounding the Brexit
negotiations, is likely to have an impact
on the property market over the coming
months.

Interest rates finished 2016 at 1.04% after steady
falls throughout the second half of the year. There
was a sharp increase in January 2017 to 1.12%
but this quickly fell to 1.02% a month later before
levelling off back at 1.04% by the end of April.

Nevertheless, the speed and flexibility
offered by bridging can enable buyers
to move faster and capitalise on market
conditions, changing the uncertain
environment into one of opportunity.

Strong competition in the sector has created
excellent value for consumers as rates have
remained below 2% for more than 18 months. This
historically low rate environment means that we can
expect borrowers to continue to look at alternative
financing options in the future.

In light of this, we remain confident
the sector will continue to grow with
ever more investors turning to bridging
finance.”

This could prove a crucial advantage to well-funded
players in the market, who are able to satisfy
customers with special circumstances who often
need loans in quick-turnaround timeframe.
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ABOUT BRIDGING INDEX METHODOLOGY
West One analyses detailed data based on their own
Management Information and industry sources to
create the index. In some cases, where stated, threemonth moving averages are employed to help reveal
trends more clearly.
In May 2013, the West One Loans Bridging Index
was recognised by Wikipedia as a key measurement
tool of the UK Bridging industry.
The commentary provided in this piece are opinions
only and should not be depended on as financial
advice.
ABOUT WEST ONE LOANS
West One Loans is a specialist provider of short-term
bridging finance for residential and commercial properties.
Established in 2007, the group is now one of the biggest
privately funded short-term secured lenders in the UK,
having completed deals around £2.5bn to date. With the
launch of second charge mortgage long-term lending in Q3
2017, West One began to extent its reach into new areas
of specialist lendoing
West One Loan Ltd is a founder member of the Association of Bridging
Professionals and member of the Association of Short Term Lenders.
West One Loans would be grateful for any hyperlinks you could provide.
For ease, we’ve provided these links: West One Loans short-term loans or,
preferably, bridging lender which you can copy and paste directly into the
articles.

Managing Director, Stephen
Wasserman is available for interview
and comment on a variety of
industry-related topics.
For further information, please
contact:
more information.
JAMES TERRY,
TEAMSPIRIT PR

020 7460 7877
STEPHEN WASSERMAN,
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
WEST ONE LOANS

0333 1234 556

West One Loan Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. Firm Reference Number: 510024. Certain types of loans are not
regulated, for example loans for business purposes or certain buy-to-lets.
West One Loan Ltd is registered with the Information Commissioners Office.
Registration Number: Z2651210.
West One Loan Ltd is registered in England and Wales. Company Number:
05385677. West One Capital is an unregulated subsidiary of West One Loan
Ltd, and is registered as a limited company in England and Wales. Company
Number: 08880521. Registered Office Address: 3rd Floor, Premiere House,
Elstree Way, Borehamwood, Hertfordshire. WD6 1JH.
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